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Year A 

Scripture Text:  John 3:1-21 
  
 
 
An Invitation to Venture Out of the Shadows 
 
The plight of the preacher taking on the story of Nicodemus in the gospel of John has been 
likened by, at least one author, to that of the third violinist in a local orchestra in the month of 
Novemberi.  November, you see, is the time in the yearly orchestral cycle that thoughts turn once 
again to the annual performances of The Nutcracker.  And for the third violinist who is faced 
with multiple performances of “The Dance of the Sugarplum Fairy,” for who knows how many 
years in a row the challenge of finding any new and innovative approach to that music is limited 
at best.  There is only so much one can do with such a score that has not already been done. 
 
And so it is with the text that is before us today.  What can be said that has not already been said 
about a gospel lesson that contains one of the most recognizable, if not the most recognizable 
passages of scripture?   What new nuance can be found in this story of light and darkness, water 
and wind, belief and inaction that has not already been explored?  And what especially can we 
gain from looking at this passage on the Second Sunday in Lent that is going to help us in any 
way make our way along our Lenten journeys as we move ever more closer to Jerusalem, a 
cross, a tomb and the days that come after? 
 
It is my considered opinion that the biggest challenge we face in this gospel story in John is its 
familiarity.  We all know, more or less who Nicodemus is and what he does in this gospel.  We 
all know that he came to Jesus in the middle of the night seeking some sort of answer to 
questions that plagued him and others like him.  We all know that in response to his seeking, 
Jesus seems to answer questions not asked and pose responses not sought.  We all know that 
Nicodemus in his desire to find meaning for himself and others relies too heavily upon 
unexamined concepts in his life and experiences and thus misses the point of Jesus’ response of 
needing to be born again or from above in order to see the Kingdom of God.   And we all can 
most likely recite from memory John 3:16 without having to be prompted.    
 
And yet with all of this familiarity what we often miss is that we might be far more like 
Nicodemus than we would really like to admit to; because it is far easier for us, here and now, to 
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look back on the interaction between Nicodemus and Jesus and see that Nicodemus missed the 
mark than it is for us to examine our own faith journeys and notice that we too often come 
toward Jesus with questions while standing in the dark ourselves.  And so unlike the more 
familiar approaches to this text that hold Nicodemus up as an example of what not to do in one’s 
life of faith and ministry, a far more enriching approach, I think, is to consider the invitation that 
was offered to Nicodemus, the first readers of this gospel story and us right here and now to 
venture out of the shadows and into the full light of faith expression in the whole of our lives.   
 
Any time we engage in any sort of reflection upon a Biblical text, it is important that we take into 
consideration, as much as we are able, the context in which a particular portion of the Bible was 
written and shared.  This means that we must be aware not only of what is happening in the 
narrative of the text but also what was happening in the life of the particular writer and 
community of faith that is sharing and hearing these narratives unfold.  In other words, we need 
to consider along with the action taking place in this story about Nicodemus and Jesus what it 
was like for those who were hearing this story for the first time.  What were they experiencing in 
their own daily lives?  What impacts did the world around them have upon their particular faith 
journeys and their ability to express their faith to each other and to those not related to their 
communities of faith?   
 
What we know about the Gospel of John and the communities of faith that it was shared with is 
that expressing their faith as Christians was a risky business.  In the last part of the first century 
of the Common Era and on into the first part of the Second Century, when the Gospel of John 
was most likely written, life for those professing faith in Jesus as the Christ or Messiah was not 
easy.  Not only did they face possible persecution by Roman officials for not being willing to 
worship the emperor as the Son of God, they also found themselves at times to be in conflict 
with the religious leaders of the Jewish communities of faith.  And so people of faith found 
themselves caught between their call to proclaim the gospel, to witness to the life, death and 
resurrection of Jesus and the reality that if they did so openly they risked not only derision from 
portions of the surrounding communities and possible ostracism from the people and places that 
were their family, friends and homes but also possibly imprisonment, torture and death.   To be 
open in one’s faith was to risk much. 
 
 So when Nicodemus is described in this story as, “a leader of the Jews.” (John 3:1b) who comes 
to Jesus under cover of darkness, it is an important piece of information for us because it 
highlights the precariousness of his coming to Jesus at any time of the day or night.  But, in the 
context of when this Gospel of John was written Nicodemus also becomes a place holder for a 
much larger community of people who would claim to be positively inclined toward a Christian 
life of faith and ministry, but who were none the less disinclined to allow their faith to be so 
expressed outside of the close and guarded confines of those of like mind.   For reasons that 
ranged from a very real fear of persecution and death to the desire to simply go along so that they 
could get along the people represented by Nicodemus were those who would compartmentalize 
their lives so that what they believed and what they did while in the company of other believers 
was kept away from how they lived in the rest of their lives.   
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It to this group of believers that the writer of John speaks as he shares with those first hearers and 
us this story of Nicodemus and Jesus and it is in this particular context that we find clues to what 
it means to be born from above and what it means to believe.  
 
Many of us, I am sure, have been in one or more conversations when we were asked if we were 
born again.  And being the good Presbyterians that we are, we have probably either looked about 
nervously for a quick escape route or mumbled some evasive remark about being Christian and 
knowing that God loves us all while attempting to extract ourselves from that conversation 
before being asked to go any further in explaining what we mean.  We do this, often, not because 
we are not faithful Christians and not because we do not believe at our very core that God does 
love us so deeply that God gave to the world God’s beloved Son so that all of the world would be 
saved.  Rather we do this because of historic understandings that cede to a particular expression 
of Christianity such language about being born again and our desire to not be aligned with such 
expressions because of their historic proclamations about an exclusivist God who would save 
only those who have actively chosen to be Christian.   However, in refusing to engage in the use 
of such language we have allowed for a singular un-nuanced understanding of what Jesus was 
talking to Nicodemus about to prevail; an understanding that focuses only on our part of the 
relationship by allowing it to be understood that the primary act of being born again or being 
born from above rests with the human person to accept Jesus as our Lord and Savior and allow 
him into our lives rather than to focus on the fact that to be born from above is an act of God 
alone.  The reality is that we have all been born again, we have all been born from above because 
God loved all so much that God gave to all the Son who came to this world as a human, who 
lived in this world and taught in this world and who was arrested, tortured and killed in this 
world.  And in spite of how this world accepted and abused that divine gift of love God raised 
the Son from death in the ultimate act of forgiveness to the world. 
 
So the human task is not to somehow achieve this born again status by accepting Jesus, rather it 
is to respond to that that which has been freely given and in the words of the Gospel of John 
believe.  And what we need to know about how the writer of John uses this word “believe” is 
this.  First, the order of things is not believe so that salvation can occur, rather the proper order is 
salvation has occurred and because of that divine act we are invited to live lives that respond to 
that divine act.  And second, related to the first is that to believe is not about accepting a series of 
logical propositions, rather it is about acting out, living out our faith in all parts of our lives.  To 
believe for the writer of John is to openly proclaim and openly live the faith that we proclaim not 
just within the confines of this place in the presence of those whom we know and trust but in all 
parts of our lives at all times.  To believe for the writer of John is to come out of the shadows and 
into the full light of day and let all who will see that every deed we do has been done in God and 
for God. 
 
We right here and now are privileged to live in a time and place where the worst that will come 
of our living our lives in open congruence with what we proclaim is that we might find ourselves 
laughed at for holding onto to beliefs that seem old fashioned at best or just plain silly at worst.  
That was not the case for those who first heard this Gospel of John; they had far more to fear 
than simple embarrassment.  But, in spite of the dangerous reality that those early Christians 
faced the message to them was that they were called to live their lives of faith in the open 
because through their courageous acts of faith in the everyday goings on of life they witnessed to 
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a God who loved all and who gave the ultimate gift of a life for all so that all could come to 
understand that nothing would stand in the way between God’s love and humanity.  The people 
of John’s community of faith were invited to venture out of the shadows and let their lives 
become living witnesses to God’s love for others.  Thanks be to God that there were those who 
responded to that invitation and allowed their belief, their deeds, to witness to God and to God’s 
Son Christ because through them others came to understand the love of God that was for all.  It is 
now our turn in our day and age to venture out of the shadows. 
 
Friends the question for us is not whether we believe, or whether we have faith in God as 
witnessed through Jesus the Christ; the question for us is whether we will remain safely in the 
shadows of our faith or whether we, like that great host of saints that have come before us and 
will continue on long after us, will live out what we proclaim in this place in the full light of 
every day of our lives knowing that as we do we will be companioned all the way by God’s love, 
the Spirit’s empowerment and the Christ’s gracious activity in our lives. 
 
As our Lenten journeys continue, may we each hear again Christ’s invitation to venture out of 
the shadows of our faith and live instead in the fullness of God’s light. 
 
 
Amen. 
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